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Are you a group leader facilitating retreats on healing, wellness, health or relationships? Or are you a therapist
or coach working with individuals or groups that need a deeper dive into feelings, clear communication and
expression?

My Life Through the Seasons, A Wisdom Journal and Planner is a unique guide to help people reflect on what
kind of harmony they desire for their life and for the planet. Can you reclaim what you have lost? Absolutely! It
begins with your connection to the earth, the stars, the seasons and yourself. By journaling we can integrate
our “doing” with our “being” and claim who we are as full human beings—for the human race and for the planet.

Here are some tips and strategies for how to use My Life Through the Seasons, A Wisdom Journal and Planner:

If you are journaling on your own:

1. Consider lighting a candle and begining by pulling a wisdom card and asking what today’s focus and
intention will be.

2. Fill in the two journal pages. If you were unable to do the evening piece in the evening, fill that in from
the previous day. No stress! See if you start to notice any patterns.

3. Wake up and do your meditation and reading or other morning rituals, and then focus on your journal.
Notice how you feel.

4. Set your intention for the day with a morning spread of one, two or three wisdom cards and use them as
a focus for the day. Write in your journal, then continue with your meditation or reading and allow your
mind to settle on your intention. Feel yourself filling up. 

 
Group Leaders:

1. Ask how people are feeling by writing in their journal daily. What do they notice? What changes do they
see?

2. Ask what patterns are beginning to emerge. Are they becoming aware of synchronicities and miracles?
3. Ask what patterns people see around areas they are resisting or avoiding. Share in partners or triads.

Debrief as a group.
4. Explore ways to share wisdom from feelings and stories. Have people pair up to discuss what they notice

and any action they might be willing to take. Then debrief as a group.
5. Review the question for the day and have everyone write in their journal for the next ten minutes. Ask

what came up for them in response to the questions. After every sentence or thought use this stream of
deeper consciousness technique: “And what that means is…” This tool is useful to keep peeling back and
going underneath the last statement until it feels complete for the person sharing.

6. Share gratitudes from their journal notes at the end of the group session.



 
Therapists/Counselors

1. Ask clients what feelings are easy to come up with and what feelings seem to be harder to access.
2. Have clients add new feeling words to the list. Looking at the list, what feelings come up a lot and what

feelings do not come up as much? What could that mean?
3. Have clients add new intention words to their list. What do they desire to experience more?
4. What patterns are they seeing? What patterns might they want more support in exploring?
5. What uncomfortable situations do they keep noticing? How can they address these?
6. Invite your client to pick a wisdom card to focus the session. Ask them to write what it means for them in

their journal and then discuss.
7. Integrate your special tools to work with your client—Integrated Family Systems, meditation and

communication skills, Emotional Freedom Technique, EMDR, dream work, shamanistic cleaning of the
body and mind, and so on. Use the journal as a vehicle to more deeply explore feelings, experiences,
thoughts that need further attention.

Please feel free to email me at info@seasonalwisdomjournal.com and I will gladly add your suggestions to this
guide.

To Your Transformation,

Karin Lubin, Ed.D.
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